Elections transform the basis of judicial legitimacy. Whereas a permanently appointed judiciary finds support in its supposed neutrality, the democratic judiciary demands responsiveness. Yet while this is obvious to scholars, the electorate, and most judges—and is in fact confirmed by much statistical data—the Supreme Court and others continue to insist that judicial campaigns can be sculpted to ensure robust democratic debate without compromising the bench’s impartiality. This Essay rejects the notion that the court can be both democratic and disinterested. It reviews the volatile history of judicial elections as well as the modern web of distinctions between protected and proscribable campaign speech. It concludes that elections are incompatible with judicial impartiality, that the elected judiciary of the twenty-first century is a third political branch charged with delivering democratic goods, and that it delivers regularly.

INTRODUCTION

It’s an election year. Politicians all over America are meeting constituents, making promises, and raising money—and so are judges. This last point might surprise those hailing from abroad. “To the rest of world,” as one judge quipped, “the American adherence to judicial elections is as incomprehensible as our rejection of the metric system.” Indeed, only two other nations use elections for selecting or retaining
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judges, 2 compared to thirty-nine American states. This means that ninety percent of all state judges in the United States face democratic scrutiny at some point. 3

This is not a new development: judicial elections date back to the early nineteenth century. But while past judicial elections were rather tame affairs, the twenty-first century has seen these contests grow increasingly politicized. 4 For instance, in the 2012 Michigan Supreme Court campaign, Republican opponents of Democrat-backed candidate Bridget McCormack critiqued her pro bono experience by airing attack ads claiming that McCormack had “volunteered to help free a terrorist.” 5 Elections have grown increasingly expensive, too. In 2000, 2002, and 2004, all judicial candidates combined raised $123 million in campaign funds, which was nearly double the amount spent in the three previous cycles. 6 And from 2003 to 2004, state supreme court candidates alone raised a combined $46.8 million. 7 Consequently, judicial elections—which were once colorfully described as being just as exciting as “playing a game of checkers by mail”—have become fully politicized sports not unlike those seen for traditional public office. 8

These intense judicial contests largely resulted from court decisions holding restrictions on judicial candidates’ campaign speech unconstitutional. The watershed case is Republican Party of Minnesota v. White, in which the Supreme Court ruled that Minnesota’s Announce Clause—which forbade candidates for judicial office from declaring their views on disputed legal and political issues—violated the First
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Writing for the majority, Justice Scalia acknowledged the tension in Minnesota’s attempt to secure an open-minded yet elected judiciary, but reasoned that “the First Amendment does not permit it to achieve its goal by leaving the principle of elections in place while preventing candidates from discussing what the elections are about." Over the next decade and a half, courts addressing campaign restrictions have struggled to reconcile the tension between ensuring a robust democratic election and recognizing the compelling state interest in securing an actual and perceived unbiased judiciary.

This Essay rejects the notion that the bench can be at once both democratic and impartial. The tension between these two concepts is irreconcilable because informed elections make judges responsible for delivering democratic goods and transform the judiciary into a political branch. The argument proceeds in three parts. First, Part I reviews the history of judicial elections, emphasizing their uneasy beginnings and cataloguing the various electoral systems practiced today. Next, Part II assesses the twenty-first-century court’s struggle to balance the tension between democracy and judicial legitimacy, analyzing the illogical web delineating protected and unprotected judicial-campaign speech. Finally, Part III evaluates the current state of judicial elections, drawing upon scholarship, judicial experiences, and recent statistical data to show that the tension persists and cannot be resolved.

I. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF JUDICIAL ELECTIONS

States did not always elect their judges. To the contrary, all thirteen original states appointed judges in some fashion. Eight vested appointment in one or both of the houses, two utilized gubernatorial appointments with legislative confirmation, and three utilized gubernatorial appointment with the consent of an executive council. In most ways, this system mirrored the federal approach of executive appointment with the advice and consent of the Senate, which itself migrated from the English tradition of king-selected judges. During the eighteenth century, then, the American judiciary was insulated from direct democratic scrutiny.

This consensus on judicial appointments slackened with the rise of Jacksonian democracy. Around the early and mid-nineteenth century,
citizens began emphasizing political accountability and direct participation in government decisionmaking. The unelected and unaccountable judiciary proved an obvious target. Compared to their appointed counterparts, voters considered elected judges more independent from political elites and therefore worthy of greater public trust and confidence. Georgia was the first state to employ elections, passing a constitutional amendment to elect lower court judges in 1812. Mississippi moved to elect the entirety of their judiciary in 1832. And most noteworthy, every state entering the Union after 1845 opted for judicial elections over appointments.

The enthusiasm for democratic judiciaries was short-lived, however. Mid-century industrialization brought with it political machines that came to dominate all facets of the political process—including judicial elections. The electorate began to view the elected bench as corrupt, unethical, and unqualified. For example, in considering a proposal to elect judges in Massachusetts, one delegate argued that other states’ judiciaries had already “fallen hopelessly into the great cistern” and had made judges part of the “political mill.” And after only two decades of holding judicial elections, the New York legislature openly considered a return to appointments. By 1906, Roscoe Pound, then Dean of Harvard Law School, warned:
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[W]e must not be deceived by . . . inevitable discontent with all law into overlooking or underrating the real and serious dissatisfaction with courts and lack of respect for the law which exists in the United States to-day . . . .

. . . .

. . . Putting courts into politics and compelling judges to become politicians in many jurisdictions has almost destroyed the traditional respect for the bench.

Despite Pound’s warnings, states continued throughout the twentieth century to compel potential judges to campaign for their seat.

A middle way emerged during the twentieth century in the form of merit selection, also known as the “Missouri Plan.” Like many progressive-era reforms, merit selection began as an academic attempt to remove power from the electorate and vest it with experts instead.24 The approach combined non-partisan nominating commissions with periodic retention elections, under the belief that appointive systems were better able to identify strong judges while elections guaranteed their accountability.25 The American Bar Association endorsed merit selection in 1937, and soon after Missouri became the first state to adopt the system—hence the namesake Missouri Plan.26

Today, the Missouri Plan—with its commissions of experts—is the most common approach to selecting judges. It is utilized in twenty-four states as well as the District of Columbia.27 A small number of other states employ similar appointment schemes. In California, Maine, and New Jersey, judges are chosen through gubernatorial appointment with the advice and consent of the legislature.28 And in Virginia and South Carolina, legislatures rather than governors appoint judges.29 All of these
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appointment-based systems employ periodic retention elections. While retention elections in most states are uncontested—meaning that only the incumbent judge is listed on the ballot—a judge’s performance is no less susceptible to electoral scrutiny in these jurisdictions.

Other states use elections both to choose and retain judges. Interstate distinctions are plentiful, with perhaps the most important being whether or not the election is partisan. A partisan election is one in which the judicial candidate is designated on the ballot as belonging to a particular political party, not unlike a candidate for the legislature or executive. A non-partisan election is one in which the judicial candidate is presented on the ballot without party identification, not unlike a candidate for a municipal position. Partisan elections are only slightly less common than non-partisan elections; eight states employ the former while thirteen employ the latter. And some states, for example Michigan, formally utilize a non-partisan system, though the two major political parties vet, nominate, and even indirectly fund candidates.

II. JUDICIAL ELECTIONS IN THE TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY

As shown above, states have generally enjoyed broad authority to structure their judicial elections. The twenty-first century, however, has seen the Supreme Court and others severely constrain that freedom. Informed by developing conceptions of political speech, the Court started its perilous endeavor of trying to ensure robust judicial elections while simultaneously recognizing the states’ interest in encouraging an unbiased and impartial judiciary. Over the last decade and a half, the Court’s project has resulted in a web of distinctions between protected campaign speech and that which states may proscribe. Though these distinctions may be reasoned, the results are absurd.

Republican Party of Minnesota v. White sparked this development. In that case, five Justices of the Supreme Court invalidated part of Minnesota’s Code of Judicial Conduct prohibiting judicial candidates from “announce[ing] his or her views on disputed legal or political issues.”54 Justice Scalia, writing for the majority, found that the Announce Clause did not pass constitutional muster because the speech restriction was not narrowly tailored to serve a compelling state interest.55 In reaching this
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conclusion, the Court rejected the argument that a candidate announcing her views posed a special threat to her actual or perceived open-mindedness.\(^{36}\) Avoiding preconceptions on legal issues is impossible, the Court reasoned, and pretending that a judge lacks such preconceptions would be foolish and undesirable. And regardless, a meaningful distinction exists between a judge announcing her views and her promising a particular ruling.\(^{37}\) According to the Court, the judge who has merely announced a view—rather than promised a specific outcome—will not feel wed to a particular ruling once elected.

The majority also worried that the restriction prevented the electorate from forming and casting knowledgeable votes. Though the Minnesota Supreme Court had construed the Announce Clause to allow general discussions of caselaw and judicial philosophy—allowing, for instance, a candidate to assert that she is a “strict constructionist”—Justice Scalia criticized this as insufficient to ensure an informed electorate.\(^{38}\) The Court specified that judicial philosophies carry “little meaningful content for the electorate unless [they are] exemplified by application to a particular issue of construction likely to come before a court.”\(^{39}\) So while states can decide whether or not to hold judicial elections, “[that] greater power . . . does not include the lesser power to conduct elections under conditions of state-imposed voter ignorance.”\(^{40}\) Candidates must be allowed to inform the voters on the issues.

The majority’s opinion provoked impassioned dissents. Justice Stevens stressed the uniqueness of the judiciary, noting that “[e]lected judges, no less than appointed judges, occupy an office of trust that is fundamentally different from that occupied by policymaking officials.”\(^{41}\) He acknowledged the foolishness of pretending that judges lack preconceptions, but explained: “The lawyer who writes an article advocating harsher penalties for polluters surely does not commit to that position to the same degree as the candidate who says ‘vote for me because I believe all polluters deserve harsher penalties.’”\(^{42}\) Indeed, to an electorate forming views on the court’s impartiality, the difference between an announcement and a promise is a distinction without a difference. As Justice Ginsburg contended in her dissent, when candidates publicize their positions the public reasonably expects a “quid pro quo”—a judicial
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candidate’s promises on issues in return for the electorate’s votes at the polls.”

Query: What other way could they possibly view it?

Though White only addressed Minnesota’s Announce Clause, its consequences rippled. Spurred by the new pronouncement, judicial hopefuls successfully mounted challenges to campaign restrictions across the country. Challengers appealed rules prohibiting judicial candidates from overt political acts including: making promises or commitments, personal solicitation of funds, endorsing other politicians, announcing political party affiliations, and making false or misleading statements. And some states, in a deliberate effort to avoid litigation, amended their rules to make them less restrictive and thereby make the elections more political. For instance, North Carolina welcomed the newly politicized judiciary by altering its rule from, “A judge should refrain from political activity inappropriate to his judicial office,” to the polar opposite, “A judge may engage in political activity consistent with his status as a public official.”

White did not predetermine these changes, but the difficulty of balancing the central tension of judicial elections was clearly evident.

One particular area exemplifying this difficulty is courts’ treatment of partisan-affiliation clauses—that is, rules prohibiting a judicial candidate from announcing whether she is, say, a Republican or a Democrat. The Supreme Court has not addressed the issue, but the Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Circuits have all overturned party-affiliation restrictions. The Sixth Circuit’s decisions are worth scrutinizing. In Carey v. Wolnitzek, Judge Sutton likened Kentucky’s party-affiliation clause with the Announce Clause at issue in White. Party affiliations, he explained, are a type of “shorthand” that allow candidates to “announce[e]” their views on many issues at once. Preventing such shorthand announcements violates the candidate’s right to speak and the electorate’s right to be meaningfully informed.

Six years later, the Sixth Circuit reviewed an almost identical rule in Winter v. Wolnitzek, on appeal from the Kentucky Supreme Court. Because Kentucky’s judicial elections are non-partisan, the new rule prohibited candidates from “suggesting to the voters that the candidate is
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the endorsed judicial nominee of a political party."\textsuperscript{49} A candidate could not claim, for instance, “I am the conservative Republican,” because it insinuated that the candidate was supported by the Republican Party. Judge Sutton, writing again, held that the regulation was impermissibly vague because it provided a candidate little guidance for when she could exercise her right to affiliate with a political party, versus when she implied an impermissible connection.\textsuperscript{50} The article “the” proved a constitutionally insufficient differentiator.\textsuperscript{51}

Though both \textit{Carey} and \textit{Winter} are well-reasoned, the results are absurd. While it is true that party-affiliation can be used as a shorthand announcement for a variety of positions, it also communicates a great deal more to the electorate. Party-announcements paint candidates in partisan colors, transforming them into the judicial counterpart of the Red and Blue legislative and executive candidates. Moreover, the advantage of informing the electorate of this association is doubtful. From a jurisprudential viewpoint, it is unclear what it means to be a “Republican judge” or a “Democrat judge.” Political machines do not enlighten judicial voters; they merely politicize the contest. Kentucky surely understood this when it chose to employ non-partisan elections. And while Kentucky remains free to hold non-partisan elections post \textit{Carey} and \textit{Winter}, it may not prevent a candidate from informing the electorate of her party-affiliation or bending her words to suggest that she is party-endorsed. Now, Kentucky may only withhold party-affiliation from the ballot—information that voters likely already came to know through the candidate’s campaign.

Despite these dramatic developments, the Supreme Court has only addressed judicial elections twice since \textit{White}. In 2009, the Court dealt with campaign contributions and judicial recusal in \textit{Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co.}\textsuperscript{52} There, a justice on the West Virginia Supreme Court refused to recuse himself in a case involving a coal company that donated three million dollars to his campaign.\textsuperscript{53} The justice cast the deciding vote in favor of the donor, and the loser appealed arguing that it was denied due process. The Supreme Court agreed, explaining that recusal is required when “the probability of actual bias on the part of the judge or decisionmaker is too high to be constitutionally tolerable.”\textsuperscript{54} The Court explained that while “[n]ot every campaign contribution by a litigant or attorney creates a probability of bias that requires a judge’s recusal,” because of the amount of money donated here—which constituted more
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than all other donors combined—the “probability of bias” was simply “too high.”\textsuperscript{55} Of course, as Chief Justice Roberts’s dissent acknowledged, this rationale invites more questions than answers.\textsuperscript{56} Most importantly: How big of a contribution does it take to compromise judicial integrity? The majority didn’t even attempt an answer.

The last word from the Supreme Court came in 2015. In \textit{Williams-Yulee v. Florida Bar}, the Court upheld a Florida restriction on judicial candidates personally soliciting campaign funds.\textsuperscript{57} The Court took pains to emphasize the uniqueness of the judiciary, stating not once but twice: “Judges are not politicians.”\textsuperscript{58} Because of the judiciary’s traditional role as an impartial moderator, Florida could lawfully restrict candidates from personally soliciting campaign funds in order to preserve “public confidence in the integrity of the judiciary.”\textsuperscript{59} But are appearances all that matter? The Florida rule still allowed candidates to indirectly raise funds through campaign committees and even permitted candidates to personally write thank-you notes to donors. Perhaps the Court is correct that there is a perceptible difference between candidates asking for money and directing donors to a committee, but the bench’s actual impartiality remains fully compromised. Judges may not be able to request funds, but they know who is footing the bill.

As shown, the Court’s balancing project has delivered peculiar results: judges may announce their beliefs, so long as they do not promise a specific vote; judges may declare their party-affiliations and imply endorsements, even in non-partisan elections; judges may consider democratic input, but not if a specific voter gave too much money; and judges may direct potential donors to their campaign committees, but not personally solicit funds. These bizarre results—say the courts—tame the tension between meaningful elections and an actual and perceived impartial judiciary.

\textbf{III. THE IRRECONCILABLE TENSION}

Courts’ attempts to balance judicial campaigns between ensuring informed elections and an impartial judiciary are admirable, but futile. Once judges are free to announce their views, affirm political affiliations, and indirectly raise money, the bench ceases to be impartial. Because the elected judiciary’s legitimacy can no longer be found in providing unbiased rulings, courts must instead stake their legitimacy in securing democratic
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goods. Thus, despite the Supreme Court’s refrain, elected judges are politicians. To be sure, all of the data suggests that judges are understood by voters and among themselves as politicians, and that they act accordingly.

There are many ways to achieve judicial legitimacy. Federal judges, for instance, are largely considered legitimate because of their electoral unaccountability. These judges are appointed by the executive, confirmed with the advice and consent of the Senate, and hold their office “during good Behaviour”—which is almost without exception life tenure. Since there can be no formal retribution resulting from the ordinary course of their decisionmaking, federal judges do not face democratic scrutiny. This is beneficial because, as Alexander Hamilton explained, an appointed and unaccountable bench protects against the “encroachments and oppressions of the representative body,” and is “the best expedient which can be devised in any government, to secure a steady, upright, and impartial administration of the laws.”

Put simply, unelected judges can make unpopular rulings in order to protect individuals or minorities without fear of retribution. It is their role in ensuring adherence to the Constitution that makes them legitimate.

But an appointed judiciary is not without shortcoming. There is a conceptual difficulty with a democracy consisting of a coequal government branch that is neither elected nor accountable. Constitutional scholar Erwin Chemerinsky described this “counter-majoritarian difficulty” as “a paradigm that emphasizes the democratic roots of the American polity and that characterizes judicial review as at odds with American democracy.” An unaccountable body wielding the power to review democratically enacted laws—even striking them down as it alone sees fit—is incompatible with representative government and is therefore unjustifiable, critics claim. This is no new argument: Thomas Jefferson recognized that making judges “dependent on none but themselves” ran counter to the principle of “a government founded on the public will.”

Put another way, unaccountable judges may choose to act as untouchable super-legislators,
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impeding democratic developments and leaving the public with few options.

Judicial elections solve the counter-majoritarian difficulty, yet in so doing pose their own inverse problem—a “majoritarian difficulty.”68 Professor Steven Croley describes this: instead of worrying “how unelected/unaccountable judges can be justified in a regime committed to democracy,” the majoritarian difficulty asks “how elected/accountable judges can be justified in a regime committed to constitutionalism.”69 The concern is that when judges must answer to the public, they are less likely to impartially apply the law and more likely to respond to political pressures.70 Critically, elected judges may be less likely to rule in favor of unpopular parties, especially if they have reason to believe that doing so will affect their chances at reelection. Reciprocally, they will be more likely to rule for favorable voters and campaign contributors. With judicial elections, rule of law takes a backseat to political expediency.

There is no easy solution to the majoritarian difficulty. Elections strike at the heart of the judiciary’s purpose, at least as conventionally understood. Historically, judges are unique among state actors because their legitimacy is founded not in providing democratic outcomes, but rather in providing undemocratic impartiality.71 Many have noted that the judiciary—more so than any other government branch—is able to develop public good will, legitimize government policies, and generate voluntary conformance with laws.72 The public’s delicate willingness to extend this deference is based at least in part on the perception that judges are removed from the ordinary sway of politics—their application of the law governed not by partisan ideology, but rather by logic or even some sense of wisdom.73 In fact, studies repeatedly show the most significant factor in the public’s evaluation of the judiciary is the perceived fairness of court processes.74 That is to say, Americans traditionally care less about outcomes than they do about fairness.75
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But elected judges are incapable of maintaining perceptions of judicial fairness. Elections not only expose those men and women behind the bench, they explicitly require the public to choose which individuals will apply and evolve the law. This democratic exercise betrays the concept of the law as impersonal, independent, and objective. In the layman’s mind, how can there be a judicial election if the law exists in serene neutrality? Of course, critics will fault this characterization. They will argue that the perception of law being applied by nondescript, objective, and wise men and women is pure fantasy—and they would be absolutely correct. The law is not self-executing and there are many flaws with the “judge-as-umpire” analogy made famous by Chief Justice John Roberts. Calling “balls and strikes” necessarily involves subjectivity, and judges—whether appointed or elected—bring their preconceptions to the bench.

To succumb to this critique, however, is to misunderstand both the judiciary and the analogy’s depth. The umpire’s decisions are legitimate not because he is objective in marking the strike zone, but because he benefits from the systemic integrity of the game. The coaches may spit, bump chests, and kick dirt as much as they please; none of it changes the umpire’s position as the disinterested arbiter. Yet imagine that it came to be known that one of the teams had selected this particular umpire from among many, surrounded him with influential and moneyed individuals, and showered him with power and prestige. They further told him that if he did not rule in their team’s favor that he would fast find himself out of the park. In this hypothetical, all of the umpire’s calls would be rightly compromised, regardless of how “objectively” he called the game. Each of his calls would be scrutinized for real or imagined bias. This is precisely the predicament of the elected judiciary: from the public’s seat, elected judges mean a rigged game.

Yet even a rigged game can be played. And this is precisely what has happened with the advent of hyper-politicized judicial elections following *White*. New free-for-all contests have entangled jurists in voters’ minds with the executive and legislative branches, as well as with the political parties. Judges have come to be seen not as neutral and independent arbiters, but as Red and Blue politicians for the third political branch. This result is unsurprising. If a judge is to be held democratically accountable, she cannot assert legitimacy as an independent arbiter. She is necessarily seen as in the pocket of those who put her on the bench. The only alternative, then, is to abandon conceptions of judicial impartiality and, instead, provide democratic goods. That is to say, elected judges must call “balls and strikes” as the people who put them there would want. The majoritarian difficulty so commands.
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This need not be an apocalyptic prospect. If, as the data suggests, Americans are more interested in having a neutral and independent judiciary than one that is ruled by partisan ideology, then that public is apt to support and fund those judicial candidates whom they believe will rule most fair-mindedly. Justice Kennedy makes precisely this point in his Williams-Yulee dissent. “If the State is concerned about unethical campaign practices,” he suggests, “it need not revert to the assumption that voters themselves are insensitive to ethics.” Ensuring free and open elections “might stimulate discourse over the requisite and highest ethical standards for the judiciary, including whether the people should elect a judge who personally solicits campaign funds.” Citizens are free to elect judges who will adhere to traditional notions of judicial neutrality, or instead choose those who actively deliver political goods. Democracy is the solution to, not the problem with, judicial elections.

Still, the general public, and even the judges themselves, see things differently. According to a 2007 poll conducted by the Annenberg Public Policy Center, “69% of the public thinks that raising money for elections affects a judge’s rulings to a moderate or great extent.” These sixty-nine percent appear to be onto something. According to another poll, over sixty percent of judges indicated that fear of losing an election affects their judicial behavior. Judges express that they experience this fear even when losing an election is highly unlikely, for instance in unopposed retention elections. Former California Supreme Court Justice Otto Kaus explained this phenomenon: “There’s no way a judge is going to be able to ignore the political consequences of certain decisions, especially if he or she has to make them near election time. That would be like ignoring a crocodile in your bathtub.”

Statistics bear out this crocodile. For instance, the Brennan Center for Justice at New York University School of Law found that judges hand out significantly longer sentences in serious, violent criminal cases the closer the sentencing judge is to running for re-election. And the more
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frequently television ads air during an election, the less likely elected state supreme court justices are to rule in favor of criminal defendants.\(^8\) Imposition of capital punishment is particularly affected by judicial elections: over the past fifteen years, appointed judges reversed death sentences twenty-six percent of the time, while judges facing retention elections reversed fifteen percent of the time and judges facing competitive elections reversed only eleven percent of the time.\(^6\) Elected judges, either implicitly or explicitly, regularly rule against those who are politically disfavored.

Judges also consistently rule in favor of their campaign donors. In a large empirical study, Stephen Ware identified a “remarkably close correlation between a justice’s votes on arbitration cases and his or her source of campaign funds.”\(^7\) And a New York Times study found that Ohio Supreme Court justices voted in favor of their contributors more than seventy percent of the time, with one justice voting for his contributors an astounding ninety-one percent of the time.\(^8\) That same study found that potentially compromised justices often refuse to recuse themselves: “In the 215 cases with the most direct potential conflicts of interest, justices recused themselves just 9 times...”\(^9\) These judicial actors are not ensuring the neutrality of the court; they are ensuring their continued place on the democratic bench. The tension of judicial elections requires these judges to stake their legitimacy in ruling according to their voter’s wishes. To some extent, they are simply doing their jobs.

Judicial elections thereby transform the relationship between the judiciary and the public, creating a new political market for the delivery of democratic goods. No longer is the court removed and neutral, but instead it is a third political branch. As Melinda Gann Hall found in her recent empirical assessment of judicial campaigns, “Partisan state supreme court


\(^{89}\) Id. (quoting Liptak & Roberts, supra note 88).
elections in many respects resemble their legislative and executive counterparts.” So now, that citizen who is concerned with, say, the death penalty, may look not only to her elected legislators to pass harsher laws, her elected executive to seek convictions, but now also her elected judges to impose or uphold the sentence. The Supreme Court’s belief that the tension of judicial elections can be tamed is fool-hearted: democracy demands responsiveness, and politician-judges will deliver.

CONCLUSION

It remains to be seen whether a judiciary legitimized by its democratic appeal rather than its role as a neutral arbiter can persevere. Although judicial elections have existed for nearly two hundred years, it has only been fifteen years since the Supreme Court and others have fully opened these contests to the political machines. This practice places the judiciary and the whole constitutional system in a perilous position. Writing on the subject more than two centuries ago, Alexander Hamilton explained: “There is no liberty, if the power of judging be not separated from the legislative and executive powers. Liberty can have nothing to fear from the judiciary alone, but would have every thing to fear from its union with either of the other departments.” Today, a majority of states have merged the three branches and welcomed in the political parties. And the resulting tension cannot be easily tamed by creative carve-outs to campaign speech. Constitutionalism may whither to twenty-first century judicial populism.
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